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THE nTH ROOTS OF SOLUTIONS OF LINEAR
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS1

WILLIAM A. HARRIS, JR. AND YASUTAKA SIBUYA2

ABSTRACT. In this paper we shall prove the following theorem: Let K be a

differential field of characteristic zero. Let tp and i¡> be elements of a differential

field extension of K such that (i) ifi ^ 0 and t/> ^ 0; (ii) <p and vj satisfy

nontrivial linear differential equations with coefficients in K, say, P(tp) = 0

and Q(yj) = 0; (iii) ¡p = yjn for some positive integer n such that n > ordP.

Then the logarithmic derivatives of tp and t¡> are algebraic over K. (Note that

<p'/<p = n(tl,'/rP).)

1. Introduction. Let K be a differential field of characteristic zero. We denote

by Dk the ring of linear ordinary differential operators with coefficients in K, that

is

DK = <J^akDk;ak G K,m G n\ ,
lfc=o J

where D denotes differentiation in any differential field extension of K and N is

the set of all nonnegative integers. In a previous paper [2] we characterized those

functions which together with their reciprocal satisfy linear differential equations:

THEOREM A.   Let tp be an element of a differential field extension of K such

that

(i) <P * 0;
(ii) P(<p) = 0 for some P G DK - {0};

(iii) Q(l/<p) = 0 for some QgDk-{0}.
Then, the logarithmic derivative of' tp (= ip'/ip) is algebraic over K.

In the present paper, utilizing a similar method, we shall prove the following

result:

THEOREM B.   Let tp and tp be elements of a differential field extension of K
such that

(i) ifi ¿ 0 and i¡> ¿ 0;
(ii) P(tp) = 0 for some P G DK - {0};

(iii) Q(V>) = 0 for some Q G DK - {0};
(iv) tp = ipn for some postive integer n such that

(1.1) n>ordP.

Then <p'/<p = n(ip'/rp) is algebraic over K.
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Theorem B gives the following two corollaries:

COROLLARY C. In case K is the field of rational functions ofx with coefficients

in C, if tp and xp satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem B, then <p'/<p = n(xp' /xp) is an

algebraic function of x.

COROLLARY D. In case K is the quotient field ofC{x} (the ring of convergent

power series in x with coefficients in C), if tp and tp are formal power series in x

with coefficients in C, and if tp and tp satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem B, then tp

and tp G C{x} (i.e., tp and tp are convergent).

The following examples illustrate these results.

EXAMPLE 1. The power series {cosx}1/n and Ju(x)1/n (n > 2) do not satisfy

any linear ordinary differential equation with polynomial coefficient (cf. also [1]).

EXAMPLE 2. The divergent power series {Y^=0m\xm}l/n (n > 2) do not

satisfy any linear ordinary differential equation with coefficients in C{x}.

2.  A fundamental lemma. The following two important steps were utilized

in our previous paper [2],

(1) Set

m+l n+1

(2.1) P=YtPhDh,        Q = Y,QhDh,
h=0 h=0

where m and n G N; ph and qn G K; in particular,

(2.2) pm+1 ¿ 0,        qn+1 ¿ 0.

For an element of / of K, let us set

°°    f(h)

h=0

where /f[[l]] is the ring of formal power series in x with coefficients in K. Then,

T(f) = f defines an injective homomorphism of rings T: K —► Ä"[[i]] such that

T(f') — dT(f)/dx. Corresponding to two operators P and Q of (2.1), let us

consider two operators

m+l n+1

P = £ Ph(d/dx)h,        Q = J2 Û(d/dx)h.
h=0 h=0

We assume that tp is an element of a differential field extension of K. Denote this

extension by K. Then, P(<fi) = 0 and Q(l/tp) = 0 imply, respectively, that the

formal power series
00    ,(fc)

Tú
^ = EVx"6*

h=0

satisfies P(ip) = 0 and Q(l/tp) = 0.
Observe that (2.2) implies l/pm+i G K[[x}} and l/qn+i G ̂ [N]- Therefore

fiW
^p~h\

(2.3) y = ê/v = 1 + Y,^x
h=i
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satisfies the differential equation

m

(2.4) y<»+i> + £ J*-,C*) = 0,

and u = tp/tp satisfies the differential equation

(2.5) U("+1> + y j^uW = 0.

In this manner, the general case was reduced to the case of formal power series.

(2) Let A; be a field. We denote by k[y\,... ,yp] the ring of polynomials in p
indeterminates y%,... ,yp with coefficients in k. For F G k[yi,..., yp] we set

(2.6) w(F) = degt F(oii, a2t2,..., aptp),

where we regard F(ct\t, 012t2,..., ctptp) as a polynomial in t whose coefficients are

polynomials in cti,...,ap. The following lemma was the fundamental algebraic

tool in the proof of Theorem A.

LEMMA E. Let n and p be positive integers, and let Fi,...,Fp G k\y\,... ,yp\.

Assume that

(i) w(Fp - ¡£) < np;

(ii) w(Fj)=nj (j=l,...,p-l);

(iii) w(Fj(y1,. ..,y3,0,...,0)- yp < nj (j = 1,..., p - 1).

Then, the system of algebraic equations

(2.7) Fj(yi,...,yp) = 0       (i = l,...,p)

admits only a finite number of solutions in any field extension of k and these solu-

tions are algebraic over k.

3. A lemma on differential equations. Let k be a field of characteristic

zero, and let k[[x]} be the ring of formal power series in x with coefficients in k.

Then a linear ordinary differential equation

m

(3.1) î/m+1> + J2 ah(x)yW =0       (ah G k[[x]\)
h=0

admits a canonical basis of m + 1 solutions of the form

1 °°
(3.2) /i = 7i«3'+   ¿2   ^hxh       (¿ = 0,l,...,m),

•'■ h=m+l

where fjtf, G k.

Let A; be a field extension of k. If a formal power series

m

(3.3) tp = y chxh

h=0

with coefficients in k satisfies (3.1), then we have

m

(3-4) tp = y(j\)cjfj.
3=0
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Let us consider another linear ordinary differential equation:

(3.5) u<"+1>-l-¿Mx)u<h>=0       (bhGk[[x}}).

h=0

This equation also has a canonical basis of p + 1 solutions of the form

1 °°
(3.6) 9j = ^xJ+   y   9hhXh        (j=0,l,...,p),

■S' h=p+l

where gjth G k.

As in our previous paper [2], in order to prove Theorem B it suffices to prove

the following result:

LEMMA F.   There are at most a finite number of solutions of the form

(37] í y = fo + EJLi tkj/s    (otj G k),

1 ' ] l« = 0o + E?=i/^   (ßefc)

of (3.1) and (3.5) respectively such that

(3.8) y = un

if
(3.9) n>m + l.

For these solutions, the coefficients et\,..., am, ß\,..., ßp are algebraic over k.

PROOF. Set y — EhLo^x   an(^ u = Ylh=ofJ'hxh> where A/¡ and u^ G k. Then

' Ao = 1,        ßo — li
*¿ = (Vi!)«i        U = l,---,m),

(3.10) I Hj = [l/fi)ßj       0= h---,P),
K = fo,h + £iLiÜ0/¿.**i       (Ä > m+ 1),

k ßh = 9o,h + Y$=t(ß)9i,hPj       (h>p + 1).

In order that
oo / oo \n

(3.11) yxhxh = [y^hxh\ ,

^=0 \h=0 J

it is necessary and sufficient that

(3.12) Xh = y ííh1---Mfc„    for/i>0.

fclH-\-hn=h,hj>0

Let us define u>(.F) for F G k[fii,... ,ßp] in the same way as (2.6), and let us

make the following observations:

(1) Utilizing the last formulas of (3.10), we regard p,h (h > p+ 1) as elements of

k[iii,...,iip\. Then

(3.13) w(nh)<p<h   ïoih>p+l.

(2) Utilizing Ah = Em/h ' ' ' ßhn f°r h = !,-■-,m (cf. (3.12)), we can regard

Ai,..., Am as elements of k\pi,..., ßp]. Then

(3.14) ™(Xj)=j       (j = l,...,m).
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(3) Utilizing the formulas for A^ (h > m + I) of (3.10), we can regard A^ (h >

m + 1) as elements of k[flx,..., ßp\. Then

(3.15) w(Xh)<m<h   for/i>m + l.

Now, regarding (3.12) for h > m + 1 as a system of algebraic equations on

ßi,..., ßp, let us consider the system of p equations

(3.16) Xh- y ßhl--ßhn=0
hi-\-\-hn = h,hj>0

where h — n, 2n,..., pn. Set

(3.17) Fj(ßi,...,ßp) = Xjn-        y        ßh^-ßh»        (j = l,...,p).
hi-\-\-hn=nj

Note that, if (3.9) is satisfied, we have

(3.18) w(Xjn)<nj       (j = l,...,p)

(cf. (3.15)). Therefore,

(3.19) w(F3)<nj       (¿ = l,...,p)

if (3.9) is satisfied. Furthermore, since

Fj(ßi,...,ßj,0,...,0) = Xjn ~yßhl ••■/ifc„

if ßj+i = 0,..., ßp = 0, where the sum is over all n-tuples (h\,... ,hn) such that

h\ +-h hn = nj, hj > 0, it follows that

(3.20) w{Fj(ß1,...,ß3A---,0)-(ij)<nj       (j = l,...,p).

Thus applying Lemma E to (3.16) we can complete the proof of Lemma F, and

thus Theorem B.

Using different methods, our results have been substantially generalized in [3].
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